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Bohemian Fantasy is a GRAYSCALE coloring book featuring 25 single sided pages of lovely ladies.
These images were taken from Molly's watercolor paintings. Some are more abstract while others
have a free, bohemian feel. Grayscale coloring books are a bit different from the typical coloring
book that use line drawings. These images capture shading and values of grays for you to use as a
guide for dark and light. Suitable mediums to use are copic markers and other alcohol based
markers, other water based markers, gel pens, colored pencil, pastels and more. This is not suitable
for wet media of any kind. All ages are welcome however it is intended mainly for adults and older
kids/teens. ***Please note***If you are using markers, put a piece of card stock between the pages
to prevent bleedthrough onto the next page.
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This is my second grayscale coloring book by Molly Harrison. While I usually use coloring pencils, I
used alcohol-based markers with my first project in this book and I enjoyed it so much, I will
continue with it. The designs are grayscale versions of Ms. Harrison's actual artwork. The designs
are of young women's faces with beautiful elements, such as the night sky or flowers twisted
throughout their hair.My first project was almost an abstract of a young woman though her face is
shown realistically. I was able to use a wide choice of grays and purples for the sky and and for

parts of her face. It was beautiful in a very understated way. The designs themselves are printed in
a medium grayscale which allows for blending with pencils (which I used for her eye) as well as the
translucent look of markers.This is what I found when while coloring and testing this book:25
Grayscale Designs from Molly Harrison's actual artworkPrinted on one side of CreateSpace typical
white, thin non-perforated paperGlue BoundDesigns do not merge into the binding area. There is a
framing line around the outside of each design so you can cut the page out without any design
loss.Alcohol and water-based markers bleed through this paper (use a blotter page below the page
you are working on if you use these.)Gel pens and India ink pens leave color shadows on the back
of the page.Coloring pencils work well with this paper. You can put down light to heavy color, it
blends and layers well. Hard lead pencils leave dents on the back of the page. I also suggest a
blotter page when working with hard lead pencils as they can dent the next page as well.

I love the book!! The images are really pretty, however when I color the skin tones it seems to be
muddled over the greyscale and looks bad. I am trying to figure out how to get a better result.

This is by far my favorite book by Molly Harrison. I absolutely love the gray scale and the many
opportunities throughout this book to break out all of my mediums to complete a piece. I love the
eyes the hair and all of the beautiful accents in each page, so well thought out. I hope that we get
more books of this quality. The work is gorgeous and extremely imaginative. Molly Harris allows us
into her creative rhelm, if only for a little while, and wow, what a relaxing escape. Love Love Love
this book.

Love this coloring book. Very intricate . When I finish coloring them with colored pencils, The
actually look like water colors. It takes me awhile to color the page, but I enjoy every minute of it.

I've always loved Molly Harrison's work. I was a little hesitant to buy this book, but I absolutely love
the drawings! They're very detailed and different than anything I've seen from her before. I'm happy
I took a chance and got this! I can't wait to get started!

art work on this is beautiful its greyscale something I have never seen before its new to me, but it
kind of reminds me of the old time pictures of my moms time where they had black and white
photo's but certain things would have color in it but it would be very small.. I really like trying this
new style out and suggest others to try the pictures are really pretty after and it doesn't take much to

really brighten the pictures up I have been using pastels and neon's to make them pop.. only
colored pencils.. markers and such just don't seem to do to well on the paper

First I want to say how beautiful the art was! I was looking forward to my new coloring book, but was
disappointed in the quality of the paper! As talented as this artist is why skimp. Charge a little more
and upgrade the paper.

LOVELY DRAWING... THE SHADING ACTUALLY MAKES IT A BIT MORE DIFFICULT FOR ME
TO COLOR AS ARTISTICALLY AS I LIKE.
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